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URBAN AXIS AND GREEN AXIS

Jæren region is not a structured by centres and peripheries but by 
axis or lines.

Similarly as a classical roman city which was structured by two 
main axis - “Decumanus Maximus” and “Cardo Maximus”, also 
Jæren regions key structure is its two axis which forms the main 
potential for structure’s integration with surroundings and fu-
ture developments and transformations. The Urban Axis (North-
South) is man-made with highway and railway, The Green Axis 
(West-East) is based in nature with walkable and bike-able local 

-
bone, the second is responsible for recreational, environmental 
programs of the region. The project intents to strengthen these 
two identities of the axis as unique and attractive elements, basing 
their characters on the resources these structures embodies. 

Urban axis
Until the recent years Stravanger region has been developing as a 
13 km long linear city in-between two poles - Stravanger centre 
and Sandnes centre. One can see that settlements with a density 
above 1000 inhab./ km2 are located only within this relatively 

coherent North-South urban axis. Within the future plans of devel-

with High Speed bike lane, “BusWay 2020” frequent bus network 
and railway line. Moreover, this corridor is location of majority 
of regions commercial clusters and shopping malls, museums and 
biggest schools. North-South urban corridor clearly embodies 
infrastructural and morphological resources for a dense settlement 
structure with fast mobility - it is the “Urban Axis” of the region.

Green axis

By establishing a new regional mobility project BusWay 2020, 
a new 9 km long West-East spacial structure is introduced in the 
region. This West-East axis is slower in its speed of mobility, its 

density housing communities, forming a completely different 
experience than the North-South Urban Axis. The identity of East-
West vector is embedded in its resource as a conurban structure, 

local facilities, farmers markets, basic amenities and services, 
walkable network, agro based production, clean technologies, his-
torical landscape and housing with high landscape qualities. West-
East line carries ingredients to be the “Green Axis” of the region.

SIX PARKS, FIFTY FORESTS AND FIELDS

The new protagonists
The project proposal for the Green Axis consist of Six Park struc-
tures, Fifty Forests & Fields which are both bound together by 
new regional mobility axis of BusWay 2020. Together they form a 
basis for the future of the Green Axis based in nature, clean tech-
nologies, agriculture, rural tourism and recreation.

Six parks

form basis for multipolar settlement structure and offers platform 
for a different ways how densities are structures. Parks outline 
various development areas, each with their unique programmatic 
and spatial identities, public spaces, relationship to the new mo-
bility, potential for housing development and their own local sub 
centralities. The proposal refuses an idea of a continuous linear 

fragments that show urban potential but are in a need of a more 

Each of the six park settlements is structured around an unique 
organization of landscape as its central element:
1. Gausel - Network Landscape
Consists of 8 green streets leading to the Gand Fjord and 3 per-
pendicular streets as recreational platforms. The added built pro-

Streets activate the main transport points of Gausel station.
2. Forus Hippodrome - Carpet of Sport Landscapes
Following the programmatic hippodrom legacy, the park const of 
green landscape carpet plato where multiple sport and recreation 

3. Forus - Integrated Landscape
Landscape is created through one big dominant element, the cen-
tral park of the extremely high trees. As the industrial territory is 

experienced as series of vast open spaces, large distances between 
buildings, then the landscape offers an enclosed, intimate spatial 
experience.
4. Skandberg - Checkerboard Landscape
Open patches forms diverse landscape types for different uses and 
typologies of housing.
5. Sola city center - Belt of Gardens

urban structure with squares and streets, while the border of the 
dense zone is composed by a ring of gardens hosting schools, hos-
pital, town hall and other social and civic infrastructure objects.
6. Sola Airport - Field Landscape

a landscape art object. 

Diverse park structures offers multiplicity of options for habita-
tion. Sola - living one leg in dense city and one leg in gardens. 
Sandbergs - community living around different patches of small 
parks. Forus Hippodrome - living within a close proximity to 
sport facilities, etc.

Regional level landscape strategy
Fifty Forests and Agriculture Fields are responsible for a regional 
level landscape strategy. They form an interconnected and weaved 
regional landscape connecting Sola Bay with Gand Fjord and 
Hafrsfjorden. The regional level landscape strategy preserves and 

-

the slow network of local green pathways, the existing scenery of 
the landscape and the main mountains and forests. Intervention in 
this level of landscape in proposed only though extremely small 
design or architecture gestures - a set of circular swings as a per-
fect viewpoint for mountain landscape or extension of the small 
local pathway to connect with one of the park settlement struc-
tures. The extremely big is supported by extremely small.

Conurban Plan
The Green Axis: Six Parks and Fifty Forests & Fields
1:20 000

Regional Mapping
Existing resources for two different identities of the axis
1:150 000
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Elevated Plan
Spatial potential of Forus strategy
1:2500
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FORUS THREE ELEMENT STRATEGY

The central public space is established as a park, enclosed by the 
tallest trees in Norway and forming an iconic skyline of the area, 
made out of trees. The park integrates recreational, public trans-
port and bicycle mobility functions. The built form next to the 
park adds to the quality of the park with public functions on the 

On spots where BusWay 2020 Busway route is crossing important 
structures local level centralities are established. Blue Garden Pla-

Forus which is developed using bridges as the main public space 

street where urban life functions, like shopping and cafes, are 
located. 

Forus industrial and commerce area is split and reimagines in 
three neighborhoods - Clean Tech, Education & Research, and 
Live&Work with Small Businesses. This action of structuring 

Forus in neighborhoods offers a possibility to develop common 
urban qualities of the area which goes beyond individual typologi-
cal considerations. 

-

-
cades and gardens. 

Live&Work and Small Businesses neighborhood is a potential 
development area located on a place of the current Sola Golfclub. 
It is structured by smaller parcels, smaller and intimate network of 
streets, recreation open spaces. Buildings are exploring future of 
live and work typologies.

Idea Collage
Small scale intervation within the regional 
landscape strategy of Green Axis

Idea Collage
Gausel park of green streets and orangeries

Diagrams

2. Local centres
3. Three neighborhoods
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Ground Level Plan
Introverted core buildings and contextural open spaces with pavilions
1:500
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RESPECT AND CHALLENGE

The site is organized by three parts: 1. Five core buildings;

deep and 15 deep buildings. The cores seek to create inner quali-

-

a perfect square and integrates the BusWay 2020 axis into its plan. 

node along the new boulevard towards the university. Local Rec-
-

Parking Park relates to the existing infrastructure lines and offers 

Garden of Wild Nature is a recreational contribution to the 3-Fin-

and intend to add to its qualities.

-
pletely open facades. Gallery enclosing Internal Bike Garden is 

-

keeping the function of the existing Fire station building. The pub-

special corner building typology (the Forus Flat Iron building).

The site is developed through two types of functions and typolo-

and civic purposes. 

1. Core buildings
2. Open spaces
3. Public buildings
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